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the best mountain crag sea cliff and sport climbing in scotland from the foreword by hamish macinnes if you have an ambition to do all the climbs in these two
scottish rock guides i think you d better schedule time off in your next life this labour of gary s has been of gargantuan proportions those of you who use the guides
will benefit by his dedication and the sheer choice offered if you divide the retail price of these by the number of good routes you ll realise this is a bargain volume 1
covers a proliferation of scottish crags up to the natural demarcation of the great glen they are easier to access than most in volume 2 and present infinite variety
i have been a long time advocate of selected climbs and the use of photographs to illustrate both climbs and action i m glad that this principle has been used
throughout these two volumes it gives you a push to get up and do things the list seems endless and if you succeed in doing half of them you ll be a much better
climber and know a lot more about scotland have a good decade full colour guide to the best rock climbs in scotland over 1200 climbs across all grades mountain
cliffs roadside outcrops sport crags sea cliffs and sea stacks a sport climbing guide for scotland written by 18 of the leading scottish sport climbers it contains
1300 routes from grades 3 to 9a spread across 100 crags from the central belt to shetland and arisaig to aberdeen lavishly illustrated it contains maps
diagrams and a colour coded route grading system presenting the sixth book in a series of eight uk regionalcycling climb guides from the author of the bestselling 100
greatest cycling climbs and another 100 greatest cycling climbs wild remote windswept and downright epic the climbs of scotland are not for the faint of heart
crossing weather beaten islands and often snow covered mountains these great roads demand the utmost respect and are often set in scenes of indescribable beauty
the famous glens and lochs that draw visitors from around the globe are the backdrop to legends such as the lecht the talla wall and the one and only bealach n�
ba so if you like your cycling rough and rugged if you crave fresh air and pristine wilderness then head north to tackle the cycling climbs of scotland a guidebook to
the rich mix of summer scrambling rock climbing and winter mountaineering on scotland s ridges from the remote cairngorms to the splendour of the cuillin graceful
carved walkways slung between summits twisted spines of stone ridges can be the most beautiful of mountain landforms with elegant lines and giddy exposure ridge
climbs emit a powerful siren call drawing us out onto the rocks life on the edge has a special quality born of the contrast of empty space all around and intricate
detail in close up the crests are strangely irresistible scotland s ridges are among the finest mountaineering lines in the country every one a unique adventure the
variety of these routes reflects the breadth of the mountain experience a rich mix of summer scrambles technical rock and challenging winter climbs this book covers
both the popular classics and some obscure gems aiming to celebrate these thrilling climbs as much as to document them along the way it explores landscapes of
magnificent diversity ranging from the remote desolation of the cairngorms to the seaside splendour of the cuillin the great trench of glencoe to the surreal
exhibitionism of the far north the chosen selection spans the grade range with routes to suit all levels of ability whether an earthbound hillwalker or an
accomplished climber scotland s ridges cannot fail to stir your imagination being in the right place at the right time is critical when scottish winter climbing this guide
will help you make the right choices do you go high or low head east west or north or attempt snowed up rock mixed or ice climbs with more than 600 new scottish
winter climbs to his credit simon richardson reveals his simple strategy for success and selects 50 climbs to put on your hit list there is a detailed analysis of the
strategy and tactics scottish winter climbers need taking into account scotland s sometimes fickle conditions and unpredictable weather there are sections on using
weather forecasts using the internet avoiding avalanches clothing and equipment protection navigation timing partners and psychology simon also presents 50
climbs mostly in the grade iii to vi range specifically selected to match a variety of scottish conditions each climb is supported by a map and topo with access and
descent details route description optimum conditions and top tips climbs include well known classics and lesser known gems there are suggestions for more than 200
alternative routes from grade ii to grade vii detailed overviews are included of approaches and descents on ben nevis with north face panorama and map and summit
descent bearings there is also the largest ever collection of photographs of scottish winter climbers in action simon richardson has been climbing in the scottish
mountains in winter for the past 35 years and made more than 600 new ascents as well as developing classic climbing areas such as aonach mor simon was
instrumental in introducing the scottish two tier winter grading system pioneered modern mixed climbing on ben nevis and is author of the scottish mountaineering club
s climbers guide to ben nevis during the winter he reports on the scottish winter climbing scene in his popular blog scottishwinter com a superb new edition full colour
guide to the finest winter climbs in scotland the second edition of this indispensible guidebook to winter climbing has been fully updated and expanded to detail over
900 of the finest winter climbs in scotland with the emphasis on the popular lower and mid grade classics colour action photographs photo diagrams and maps
supplement accurate descriptions to make this an essential item for any winter mountaineer born in 1914 tom weir was in the first generation of working class
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outdoor men in scotland and began tramping the hills and mountains near glasgow whenever he could escape from the grocery where he worked written while he was in
the british army highland days is weir s classic autobiographical account of his early climbing experiences he had already scaled over 300 munros by the time war
broke out in 1939 in mountaineering in scotland climber and mountaineer w h murray vividly describes some of the most sought after and classic british climbs on rock
and ice including the cuillin ridge on skye and ben nevis the book written in secret on toilet paper in whilst murray was a prisoner of war is infused with the sense of
freedom and joy the author found in the mountains he details the hardship and pleasure wrung from high camping in winter climbs clachaig gully and makes the second
winter ascent of observatory ridge murray recounts his adventures in glencoe and the mountains beyond including a terrifying near death experience at the falls of
falloch murray s first book mountaineering in scotland is widely acknowledged as a classic of mountaineering literature it inspirational prose as fresh now as when
first published is bound to make a reader reach for their tent and head for the hills of scotland he asserts seeming danger ensures that on mountains more than
elsewhere life may be lived at the full this is classic mountain climbing literature at its best the great mountain crags of scotland is a celebration of climbing in
scotland s wild places compiled by guy robertson and adrian crofton featuring contributions from many of scottish mountaineering s great writers and climbers and
beautifully illustrated with breathtaking photography it delves deep into the heart of some of the oldest mountains on earth this is a book for anyone with an
interest in scotland s wild places where the mountains and cliffs rather than the climbs take centre stage transporting the reader far from towns and cities and deep
into the wilderness comprehensive guide to rock climbing in scotland this book is the second volume of a planned three volume treatment of the history of
mountaineering in scotland and covers the period from 1914 to 1971 it was a period when there were many changes in the equipment and practice of climbing in summer
and winter and there was a significant rise in the general difficulty of routes being climbed many new clubs were formed and the number of participants increased
dramatically this guide describes some of the best scrambles and easy rock climbs to be found in scotland excepting skye and the northern highlands which are
described in separate smc guides it covers the cairngorms ben nevis and glen coe as well as the islands of rum mull and arran all kinds of outings are described from
short routes on the gabbro crags of ardnamurchan to major undertakings on the ridges of ben nevis a number of the outings are described for the very first time
highland scrambles south completes the scottish mountaineering club s three volume coverage of scrambling and easy climbs among the highlands and islands of
scotland the guide describes 215 routes in the cairngorms lochnagar ben nevis the mamores glen coe glen etive knoydart ardgour ardnamurchan creag meagaidh ben
alder southern highlands southern uplands and on the islands of mull rum and arran climbing guide covering lowland scotland this comprehensive book is an excellent
planning resource for those who wish to venture into the scottish mountains whether you are planning a walk scramble climb or ski tour this larger format guide
has all the information the independent mountain lover needs the guide covers all the mountainous areas of scotland from south to north divided into seven regions
each regional chapter covers individual glens important for mountain goers groups of hills that form coherent massifs and individual hills of significance however
this is not a route guide and detailed descriptions are not provided the aim of the book is to inspire and entertain as well as inform to show first time visitors just
what the scottish mountains have to offer and provide a new perspective for those who have been before in the descriptions author chris townsend has given his
opinions as to the relative qualities of the walks glens lochs mountains and the landscape in general and highlighted those he thinks are the best the area has to
offer includes descriptions of all the scottish mountains area by area from south to north to help you identify the best locations for hill walking mountaineering
climbing and ski touring classic ascents and walks described from scrambles up ben nevis to ski tours in the cairngorms a planning tool for long distance treks
mountaineering in scotland is one of the greatest classics in climbing literature it records the early days of scottish winter and summer pioneering providing a timeless
antidote to modern day tales of sterile athleticism w h murray describes remarkable climbing adventures on some of the most iconic routes in britain shortlisted for
the 2013 saltire society scottish first book award edinburgh 1898 on the cusp of the modern age caleb george cash mountaineer geographer antiquarian and teacher
stands at the rocky summit of arthur s seat this is the story of caleb me and the scottish mountains visible from arthur s seat somehow the cashs or the calebs didn
t sound right so i have called the hills on caleb s list the arthurs more than just a climbing book this is the story of a survivor caleb s list is a beautifully
descriptive account in which kellan macinnes intertwines his own personal struggle with hiv with the life story of victorian mountaineer caleb george cash beginning
with the moment in 1898 when caleb stood at the top of arthur s seat in edinburgh and made a list of 20 mountains visible from its summit from ben lomond in the
west to lochnager in the east macinnes stumbled upon this long forgotten list of hills now dubbed the arthurs and in this book he sets a new hillwalking challenge
climbing the arthurs drawing on history literature and personal experience macinnes offers both practical and emotional insight into climbing these hills in an account
that is a must read for hillwalkers visitors to edinburgh and lovers of scotland all over the world this is not just a book about hillwalking and history at its
heart this is powerful landscape writing that explores the strong bond between a person and the hills they love the author writes with skill and considerable
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authority alex roddie author caleb cash himself is an important if neglected figure in the history of the scottish outdoors and the author s personal story gives the
book an emotional power unusual in a guidebook an excellent book chris townshend author a triumphant debut the great outdoors a tribute to the healing power of
the scottish landscape and to survival against the odds the scotsman a practical guidebook to the best winter climbing routes around ben nevis and glen coe with
over 900 buttresses ridges and gullies described giving climbers a wide choice of grades and types scottish winter climbing is world renowned nowhere is it better
than on ben nevis the peaks of glen coe and surrounding mountains volume 1 of scottish rock covers a proliferation of scottish crags up to the natural demarcation
of the great glen they are easier to access than most in volume 2 and present infinite variety there are selected climbs in arran arrochar area mull iona glen coe glen
etive ardgour ardnamurchan ben nevis glen nevis central highlands cairngorms easter ross new to this second edition are numerous grade adjustments improvements in
descriptions some topo corrections and new topos several less popular crags and cliffs have been removed freeing up additional space for the inclusion of over 120
additional routes there are also over 60 new photos this is a follow up to the popular rock climbing guidebook stone country which appeared in 2005 isbn
095487790x it is a full colour companion to all the best bouldering areas in scotland with hundreds of topos maps photographs and circuits for the travelling
boulderer it also documents the history of bouldering in scotland and points to a limitless future for new bouldering from a vibrant community of climbers scotland
is an exciting and vast geological arena for bouldering this new guide covers recent development and classic bouldering in the main areas dumfries galloway the clyde
valley the trossachs arrochar lochaber glen nevis torridon applecross the east coast aberdeenshire inverness strathspey the far north west and the islands each
area is given access maps diagrams and photo topos to pinpoint the classic problems and testpieces it is a guide for the dedicated boulderer as much as the travelling
circuit boulderer and will appeal to all those who enjoyed the first edition this new edition is full colour and has been radically updated and exhaustively
researched a selection of hundreds of the best winter climbs on ben nevis and in the glen coe area categorised by type from straightforward grade i snow gullies and
ridges through to extreme test pieces above grade viii includes notes on their formation and advice to help maximise your chances of finding the best conditions the
great sea cliffs of scotland is an anthology of outrageous climbing adventures from twenty six of the most extraordinary sea cliffs across scotland from the
farthest flung sandstone sea stacks of the northern isles to the granite playground of the aberdeenshire coast via the intricate archipelago of the hebrides all the
major sea cliffs on the scottish mainland and surrounding islands are covered in five distinct sections each area is described in rich detail and accompanied by personal
accounts that offer an intimate perspective of the distinctive nature of this unique environment and the generous rewards for those willing to accept the challenge
of these seemingly improbable lines with contributions from some of the most renowned pioneers and activists in the field of climbing this compilation traces the
remarkable history of scottish sea cliff climbing and offers a glimpse of its future original poetry by stuart campbell complements each introductory section and
exclusive images from some of the uk s most distinguished photographers reveal the cliffs in high resolution with unique clarity and vibrance capturing the drama and
scale of these magnificent seascapes full list of contributors ross jones tim rankin guy robertson andy inglis lou reynolds dave macleod wilson moir grant farquhar
simon nadin murdoch jamieson rob christie blair fyffe steve mcclure rick campbell kevin howett karin magog alice irmak thompson pete herd ian taylor tess fryer mick
fowler simon richardson and jason currie original poetry by stuart campbell foreword by julian lines author of boardman tasker winning tears of the dawn and the uk
s most prolific deep water solo climber although not high or remote the mountains of scotland have presented climbers with a considerable challenge in both summer
and winter conditions for over a hundred years the edge which accompanies the bbc tv series of the same name records the diversity of scottish mountaineering and
reveals the rich character of many of those pioneers who over the years have put scotland firmly on the map of world mountaineering fully illustrated with many
previously unpublished photographs the edge is a tribute to some of the century s greatest mountaineers and to the excitement the joy and the intense beauty of
climbing in the glorious highlands of scotland call out is the definitive collection of tales about early mountain rescue in the highlands of scotland from hamish
macinnes everest pioneer and arguably the most famous scottish mountaineer of the twentieth century in the late 1960s macinnes led the glencoe mountain rescue
team and together they developed innovative techniques and equipment in order to save lives often risking their own in the process whether night or day and always
at a moment s notice he was a central figure in the rescue during the 1963 new year tragedy in the cuillins on the isle of skye and led groundbreaking rescues on
buichaille etive mor ben nevis bidean nam bian and many other legendary scottish mountains at the heart of the stories in call out are the unique characters in the
team and wider glencoe community who demonstrate faultless camaraderie and by virtue of macinnes s engaging storytelling inject an almost comical slant into these
sometimes grim accounts of misadventure in the mountains the dark allure of the frozen scottish peaks provides a foreboding backdrop against which we learn of
hamish macinnes s concern for human life under even the most extreme conditions call out offers an inspiring portrayal of responsible and dedicated mountaineering
practice which is as pertinent today as ever in this popular guide to rock climbing in scotland information is given on the latest routes and the most recent local
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area knowledge 100 of the routes are new additions including the well known crags and cliffs of arran glen coe and glen nevis as well as the mountain quartzite of
beinn eighe in torridon and cairngorm s 1000 fet creag an dubh loch each route has been checked is described pitch by pitch and has its lengths given in feet and inches it
encompasses the full spectrum of climbing grades and covers 600 routes all of which are divided into area specific chapters giving information about access
accomodation provisions camping and mountain rescue it includes maps of each area and detailed diagrams of every crag hell of a journey describes what is arguably
the last great journey to be undertaken in britain the entire scottish highlands on foot in one winter on one level it is a vivid and evocative account of a remarkable
trek never attempted before on another it celebrates the uniqueness of the highlands the scenery and ecology of the last wilderness in europe the challenge mike
cawthorne set himself was to climb all 135 of scotland s 1 000 metre peaks which stretch in an unbroken chain through the heart of the highlands from sutherland
to the eastern cairngorms down to loch lomond and west to glencoe his route traversed the most spectacular landscape in scotland linking every portion of
wilderness and was completed in the midst of the harshest winter conditions imaginable acclaimed on its first publication in 2000 this edition contains an epilogue in
which mike cawthorne reflects on his trek and wonders what has changed since he carried it out he warns that wild land in scotland has never been under greater
threat hell of a journey is a reminder of what we could so easily lose forever andrew dempster has 40 years experience of hillwalking the length and breadth of
scotland author of several climbing books including the first guidebook to the grahams in this volume he identifies the best wee hills on the scottish mainland munro
at least 3 000ft highcorbett 2 500 3 000ft high with a prominence of at least 500ft graham 2 000 2 499ft high with a drop of at least 150 metreshugh hill
under graham height under 2 000ft with exceptional characterthe hughs all offer rewarding and often stunning climbs and views some are already popular many
await discovery each one has great character that is what the hughs are all about vfrom arthur s seat in edinburgh to an grianan in the far north from ben hiant in
the west to bennachie in the east the hughs are a phenomenally diverse range of hills stretching to all points of the compass accessible to people of any age the
hughs are not defined by the sterile logic of relative height they are a choice of the heart
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Scottish Rock 2009-02 the best mountain crag sea cliff and sport climbing in scotland from the foreword by hamish macinnes if you have an ambition to do all the
climbs in these two scottish rock guides i think you d better schedule time off in your next life this labour of gary s has been of gargantuan proportions those of you
who use the guides will benefit by his dedication and the sheer choice offered if you divide the retail price of these by the number of good routes you ll realise this is a
bargain volume 1 covers a proliferation of scottish crags up to the natural demarcation of the great glen they are easier to access than most in volume 2 and
present infinite variety i have been a long time advocate of selected climbs and the use of photographs to illustrate both climbs and action i m glad that this principle
has been used throughout these two volumes it gives you a push to get up and do things the list seems endless and if you succeed in doing half of them you ll be a
much better climber and know a lot more about scotland have a good decade
Scottish Rock Climbs 2005 full colour guide to the best rock climbs in scotland over 1200 climbs across all grades mountain cliffs roadside outcrops sport
crags sea cliffs and sea stacks
Scottish Sport Climbs 2013-05-01 a sport climbing guide for scotland written by 18 of the leading scottish sport climbers it contains 1300 routes from grades 3
to 9a spread across 100 crags from the central belt to shetland and arisaig to aberdeen lavishly illustrated it contains maps diagrams and a colour coded route
grading system
Scottish Climbs 1971-01 presenting the sixth book in a series of eight uk regionalcycling climb guides from the author of the bestselling 100 greatest cycling climbs
and another 100 greatest cycling climbs wild remote windswept and downright epic the climbs of scotland are not for the faint of heart crossing weather beaten
islands and often snow covered mountains these great roads demand the utmost respect and are often set in scenes of indescribable beauty the famous glens and lochs
that draw visitors from around the globe are the backdrop to legends such as the lecht the talla wall and the one and only bealach n� ba so if you like your
cycling rough and rugged if you crave fresh air and pristine wilderness then head north to tackle the cycling climbs of scotland
Cycling Climbs of Scotland 2017-05-04 a guidebook to the rich mix of summer scrambling rock climbing and winter mountaineering on scotland s ridges from the
remote cairngorms to the splendour of the cuillin graceful carved walkways slung between summits twisted spines of stone ridges can be the most beautiful of
mountain landforms with elegant lines and giddy exposure ridge climbs emit a powerful siren call drawing us out onto the rocks life on the edge has a special quality
born of the contrast of empty space all around and intricate detail in close up the crests are strangely irresistible scotland s ridges are among the finest
mountaineering lines in the country every one a unique adventure the variety of these routes reflects the breadth of the mountain experience a rich mix of summer
scrambles technical rock and challenging winter climbs this book covers both the popular classics and some obscure gems aiming to celebrate these thrilling climbs as
much as to document them along the way it explores landscapes of magnificent diversity ranging from the remote desolation of the cairngorms to the seaside
splendour of the cuillin the great trench of glencoe to the surreal exhibitionism of the far north the chosen selection spans the grade range with routes to suit all
levels of ability whether an earthbound hillwalker or an accomplished climber scotland s ridges cannot fail to stir your imagination
Scotland's Mountain Ridges 2011-07-21 being in the right place at the right time is critical when scottish winter climbing this guide will help you make the right
choices do you go high or low head east west or north or attempt snowed up rock mixed or ice climbs with more than 600 new scottish winter climbs to his credit
simon richardson reveals his simple strategy for success and selects 50 climbs to put on your hit list there is a detailed analysis of the strategy and tactics
scottish winter climbers need taking into account scotland s sometimes fickle conditions and unpredictable weather there are sections on using weather forecasts
using the internet avoiding avalanches clothing and equipment protection navigation timing partners and psychology simon also presents 50 climbs mostly in the
grade iii to vi range specifically selected to match a variety of scottish conditions each climb is supported by a map and topo with access and descent details route
description optimum conditions and top tips climbs include well known classics and lesser known gems there are suggestions for more than 200 alternative routes
from grade ii to grade vii detailed overviews are included of approaches and descents on ben nevis with north face panorama and map and summit descent bearings there
is also the largest ever collection of photographs of scottish winter climbers in action simon richardson has been climbing in the scottish mountains in winter for the
past 35 years and made more than 600 new ascents as well as developing classic climbing areas such as aonach mor simon was instrumental in introducing the
scottish two tier winter grading system pioneered modern mixed climbing on ben nevis and is author of the scottish mountaineering club s climbers guide to ben nevis
during the winter he reports on the scottish winter climbing scene in his popular blog scottishwinter com
Chasing the Ephemeral 2016-10-17 a superb new edition full colour guide to the finest winter climbs in scotland the second edition of this indispensible guidebook to
winter climbing has been fully updated and expanded to detail over 900 of the finest winter climbs in scotland with the emphasis on the popular lower and mid grade
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classics colour action photographs photo diagrams and maps supplement accurate descriptions to make this an essential item for any winter mountaineer
Scottish Winter Climbs 2008-12-01 born in 1914 tom weir was in the first generation of working class outdoor men in scotland and began tramping the hills and
mountains near glasgow whenever he could escape from the grocery where he worked written while he was in the british army highland days is weir s classic
autobiographical account of his early climbing experiences he had already scaled over 300 munros by the time war broke out in 1939
Rock Climbing in Scotland 1990 in mountaineering in scotland climber and mountaineer w h murray vividly describes some of the most sought after and classic british
climbs on rock and ice including the cuillin ridge on skye and ben nevis the book written in secret on toilet paper in whilst murray was a prisoner of war is infused with
the sense of freedom and joy the author found in the mountains he details the hardship and pleasure wrung from high camping in winter climbs clachaig gully and makes
the second winter ascent of observatory ridge murray recounts his adventures in glencoe and the mountains beyond including a terrifying near death experience at the
falls of falloch murray s first book mountaineering in scotland is widely acknowledged as a classic of mountaineering literature it inspirational prose as fresh now
as when first published is bound to make a reader reach for their tent and head for the hills of scotland he asserts seeming danger ensures that on mountains more
than elsewhere life may be lived at the full this is classic mountain climbing literature at its best
Highland Days 2014-11-13 the great mountain crags of scotland is a celebration of climbing in scotland s wild places compiled by guy robertson and adrian
crofton featuring contributions from many of scottish mountaineering s great writers and climbers and beautifully illustrated with breathtaking photography it
delves deep into the heart of some of the oldest mountains on earth this is a book for anyone with an interest in scotland s wild places where the mountains and
cliffs rather than the climbs take centre stage transporting the reader far from towns and cities and deep into the wilderness
Rock Climbing in Scotland 2001-04-01 comprehensive guide to rock climbing in scotland
Mountaineering in Scotland 2015-08-25 this book is the second volume of a planned three volume treatment of the history of mountaineering in scotland and covers
the period from 1914 to 1971 it was a period when there were many changes in the equipment and practice of climbing in summer and winter and there was a significant
rise in the general difficulty of routes being climbed many new clubs were formed and the number of participants increased dramatically
The Great Mountain Crags of Scotland 2014-09-15 this guide describes some of the best scrambles and easy rock climbs to be found in scotland excepting skye and
the northern highlands which are described in separate smc guides it covers the cairngorms ben nevis and glen coe as well as the islands of rum mull and arran all kinds
of outings are described from short routes on the gabbro crags of ardnamurchan to major undertakings on the ridges of ben nevis a number of the outings are described
for the very first time highland scrambles south completes the scottish mountaineering club s three volume coverage of scrambling and easy climbs among the
highlands and islands of scotland the guide describes 215 routes in the cairngorms lochnagar ben nevis the mamores glen coe glen etive knoydart ardgour
ardnamurchan creag meagaidh ben alder southern highlands southern uplands and on the islands of mull rum and arran
Rock Climbing in Scotland 2004-04 climbing guide covering lowland scotland
Undiscovered Scotland 1951 this comprehensive book is an excellent planning resource for those who wish to venture into the scottish mountains whether you are
planning a walk scramble climb or ski tour this larger format guide has all the information the independent mountain lover needs the guide covers all the mountainous
areas of scotland from south to north divided into seven regions each regional chapter covers individual glens important for mountain goers groups of hills that
form coherent massifs and individual hills of significance however this is not a route guide and detailed descriptions are not provided the aim of the book is to inspire
and entertain as well as inform to show first time visitors just what the scottish mountains have to offer and provide a new perspective for those who have been
before in the descriptions author chris townsend has given his opinions as to the relative qualities of the walks glens lochs mountains and the landscape in general
and highlighted those he thinks are the best the area has to offer includes descriptions of all the scottish mountains area by area from south to north to help you
identify the best locations for hill walking mountaineering climbing and ski touring classic ascents and walks described from scrambles up ben nevis to ski tours in the
cairngorms a planning tool for long distance treks
Mountaineering in Scotland 2017-11-15 mountaineering in scotland is one of the greatest classics in climbing literature it records the early days of scottish
winter and summer pioneering providing a timeless antidote to modern day tales of sterile athleticism w h murray describes remarkable climbing adventures on some of
the most iconic routes in britain
Highland Scrambles South 2017-05-15 shortlisted for the 2013 saltire society scottish first book award edinburgh 1898 on the cusp of the modern age caleb
george cash mountaineer geographer antiquarian and teacher stands at the rocky summit of arthur s seat this is the story of caleb me and the scottish mountains
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visible from arthur s seat somehow the cashs or the calebs didn t sound right so i have called the hills on caleb s list the arthurs more than just a climbing book this
is the story of a survivor caleb s list is a beautifully descriptive account in which kellan macinnes intertwines his own personal struggle with hiv with the life
story of victorian mountaineer caleb george cash beginning with the moment in 1898 when caleb stood at the top of arthur s seat in edinburgh and made a list of 20
mountains visible from its summit from ben lomond in the west to lochnager in the east macinnes stumbled upon this long forgotten list of hills now dubbed the
arthurs and in this book he sets a new hillwalking challenge climbing the arthurs drawing on history literature and personal experience macinnes offers both practical
and emotional insight into climbing these hills in an account that is a must read for hillwalkers visitors to edinburgh and lovers of scotland all over the world this
is not just a book about hillwalking and history at its heart this is powerful landscape writing that explores the strong bond between a person and the hills they
love the author writes with skill and considerable authority alex roddie author caleb cash himself is an important if neglected figure in the history of the scottish
outdoors and the author s personal story gives the book an emotional power unusual in a guidebook an excellent book chris townshend author a triumphant debut
the great outdoors a tribute to the healing power of the scottish landscape and to survival against the odds the scotsman
7a Max - Scottish Sport 2015-05-15 a practical guidebook to the best winter climbing routes around ben nevis and glen coe with over 900 buttresses ridges and
gullies described giving climbers a wide choice of grades and types scottish winter climbing is world renowned nowhere is it better than on ben nevis the peaks of glen
coe and surrounding mountains
Scottish Mountain Climbs 1979 volume 1 of scottish rock covers a proliferation of scottish crags up to the natural demarcation of the great glen they are easier
to access than most in volume 2 and present infinite variety there are selected climbs in arran arrochar area mull iona glen coe glen etive ardgour ardnamurchan ben
nevis glen nevis central highlands cairngorms easter ross new to this second edition are numerous grade adjustments improvements in descriptions some topo
corrections and new topos several less popular crags and cliffs have been removed freeing up additional space for the inclusion of over 120 additional routes there
are also over 60 new photos
Lowland Outcrops 2004 this is a follow up to the popular rock climbing guidebook stone country which appeared in 2005 isbn 095487790x it is a full colour
companion to all the best bouldering areas in scotland with hundreds of topos maps photographs and circuits for the travelling boulderer it also documents the
history of bouldering in scotland and points to a limitless future for new bouldering from a vibrant community of climbers scotland is an exciting and vast
geological arena for bouldering this new guide covers recent development and classic bouldering in the main areas dumfries galloway the clyde valley the trossachs
arrochar lochaber glen nevis torridon applecross the east coast aberdeenshire inverness strathspey the far north west and the islands each area is given access maps
diagrams and photo topos to pinpoint the classic problems and testpieces it is a guide for the dedicated boulderer as much as the travelling circuit boulderer and will
appeal to all those who enjoyed the first edition this new edition is full colour and has been radically updated and exhaustively researched
Scotland 2011-03-30 a selection of hundreds of the best winter climbs on ben nevis and in the glen coe area categorised by type from straightforward grade i snow
gullies and ridges through to extreme test pieces above grade viii includes notes on their formation and advice to help maximise your chances of finding the best
conditions
Mountaineering in Scotland 2022-03-03 the great sea cliffs of scotland is an anthology of outrageous climbing adventures from twenty six of the most
extraordinary sea cliffs across scotland from the farthest flung sandstone sea stacks of the northern isles to the granite playground of the aberdeenshire coast
via the intricate archipelago of the hebrides all the major sea cliffs on the scottish mainland and surrounding islands are covered in five distinct sections each area is
described in rich detail and accompanied by personal accounts that offer an intimate perspective of the distinctive nature of this unique environment and the generous
rewards for those willing to accept the challenge of these seemingly improbable lines with contributions from some of the most renowned pioneers and activists in the
field of climbing this compilation traces the remarkable history of scottish sea cliff climbing and offers a glimpse of its future original poetry by stuart campbell
complements each introductory section and exclusive images from some of the uk s most distinguished photographers reveal the cliffs in high resolution with unique
clarity and vibrance capturing the drama and scale of these magnificent seascapes full list of contributors ross jones tim rankin guy robertson andy inglis lou
reynolds dave macleod wilson moir grant farquhar simon nadin murdoch jamieson rob christie blair fyffe steve mcclure rick campbell kevin howett karin magog alice
irmak thompson pete herd ian taylor tess fryer mick fowler simon richardson and jason currie original poetry by stuart campbell foreword by julian lines author of
boardman tasker winning tears of the dawn and the uk s most prolific deep water solo climber
The Climbing Guide to Scotland 1995 although not high or remote the mountains of scotland have presented climbers with a considerable challenge in both summer
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and winter conditions for over a hundred years the edge which accompanies the bbc tv series of the same name records the diversity of scottish mountaineering and
reveals the rich character of many of those pioneers who over the years have put scotland firmly on the map of world mountaineering fully illustrated with many
previously unpublished photographs the edge is a tribute to some of the century s greatest mountaineers and to the excitement the joy and the intense beauty of
climbing in the glorious highlands of scotland
Caleb's List 2013-07-22 call out is the definitive collection of tales about early mountain rescue in the highlands of scotland from hamish macinnes everest pioneer
and arguably the most famous scottish mountaineer of the twentieth century in the late 1960s macinnes led the glencoe mountain rescue team and together they
developed innovative techniques and equipment in order to save lives often risking their own in the process whether night or day and always at a moment s notice he
was a central figure in the rescue during the 1963 new year tragedy in the cuillins on the isle of skye and led groundbreaking rescues on buichaille etive mor ben nevis
bidean nam bian and many other legendary scottish mountains at the heart of the stories in call out are the unique characters in the team and wider glencoe
community who demonstrate faultless camaraderie and by virtue of macinnes s engaging storytelling inject an almost comical slant into these sometimes grim
accounts of misadventure in the mountains the dark allure of the frozen scottish peaks provides a foreboding backdrop against which we learn of hamish macinnes s
concern for human life under even the most extreme conditions call out offers an inspiring portrayal of responsible and dedicated mountaineering practice which is as
pertinent today as ever
Winter Climbs Ben Nevis and Glen Coe 2010-12-21 in this popular guide to rock climbing in scotland information is given on the latest routes and the most recent
local area knowledge 100 of the routes are new additions including the well known crags and cliffs of arran glen coe and glen nevis as well as the mountain
quartzite of beinn eighe in torridon and cairngorm s 1000 fet creag an dubh loch each route has been checked is described pitch by pitch and has its lengths given in feet
and inches it encompasses the full spectrum of climbing grades and covers 600 routes all of which are divided into area specific chapters giving information about
access accomodation provisions camping and mountain rescue it includes maps of each area and detailed diagrams of every crag
Scottish Rock Climbs 2005-07-01 hell of a journey describes what is arguably the last great journey to be undertaken in britain the entire scottish highlands on
foot in one winter on one level it is a vivid and evocative account of a remarkable trek never attempted before on another it celebrates the uniqueness of the
highlands the scenery and ecology of the last wilderness in europe the challenge mike cawthorne set himself was to climb all 135 of scotland s 1 000 metre peaks
which stretch in an unbroken chain through the heart of the highlands from sutherland to the eastern cairngorms down to loch lomond and west to glencoe his route
traversed the most spectacular landscape in scotland linking every portion of wilderness and was completed in the midst of the harshest winter conditions imaginable
acclaimed on its first publication in 2000 this edition contains an epilogue in which mike cawthorne reflects on his trek and wonders what has changed since he carried
it out he warns that wild land in scotland has never been under greater threat hell of a journey is a reminder of what we could so easily lose forever
A Hillwalker's Guide to Sutherland 1993 andrew dempster has 40 years experience of hillwalking the length and breadth of scotland author of several climbing
books including the first guidebook to the grahams in this volume he identifies the best wee hills on the scottish mainland munro at least 3 000ft highcorbett 2 500
3 000ft high with a prominence of at least 500ft graham 2 000 2 499ft high with a drop of at least 150 metreshugh hill under graham height under 2 000ft with
exceptional characterthe hughs all offer rewarding and often stunning climbs and views some are already popular many await discovery each one has great
character that is what the hughs are all about vfrom arthur s seat in edinburgh to an grianan in the far north from ben hiant in the west to bennachie in the east the
hughs are a phenomenally diverse range of hills stretching to all points of the compass accessible to people of any age the hughs are not defined by the sterile logic
of relative height they are a choice of the heart
Bell's Scottish Climbs 1995
Scottish Rock - Volume 1 South 2017-06
Bouldering in Scotland 2008-01-01
Winter Climbs: Ben Nevis and Glen Coe 2022-11-15
The Great Sea Cliffs of Scotland 2020
The Edge 1994
Scottish Mountain Climbs 1992-12-01
Call-out 2016-08-12
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Rock Climbing in Scotland 2001
Climbing the Corbetts 1988
Hell of a Journey 2013-03-08
The Hughs 2020-12-11
Ben Nevis 2002-12-01
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